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CATCH 
ME
IF YOU
CAN



INTRODUCTION
To celebrate the new RAV4 and its readiness for unexpected 
turns of destiny, Toyota runs a navigational competition 
across city and countryside area.

with one little detail: 
THE FINISH MARK IS FLYING IN THE AIR



15 selected amateur teams 
(driver+navigator) take new RAV4’s 
through city and suburban areas 
along the route with no particular 
finish.

Their goal is to follow a huge 
manned balloon, trying to predict 
where it lands and get there first.

They only know about the balloon 
after the start so they have to 
improvise to catch it.

MECHANICS OVERVIEW

15 !



ON A SPECIFIC DAY, 15 SELECTED AMATEUR TEAMS 
TAKE PART IN THE COMPETITION, 
MAKING THEIR OWN ROUTE ACROSS SPECIFIED AREA 
TO REACH THE DESTINATION.
 

THE TEAMS
EACH TEAM CONSISTS OF A DRIVER AND A NAVIGATOR.

• The drivers are invited from car magazines – as to an extended test-drive – 
   to give the event more PR. 

• The navigators, whose role is more important, are selected through 
  a web activation (see below).

Before the start teams only know they are to reach the destination as quick as possible, 
with any route they want, while following all traffic rules.

WHAT THEY DO NOT KNOW IS THAT 
THERE WILL BE NO PARTICULAR DESTINATION.



THE CHALLENGE
When the teams are ready to start

A GPS-PIN-SHAPED BALLOON FLIES 
UP AND AWAY. 
The rules become simple: be the first where the balloon lands. 

BUT WHERE DOES IT FLY TO?
The manned balloon is controlled in a way to tease 
our participants all the time, crossing rivers, railways, forests 
(so that cars must take long detours); 
pretending to land at specific point and rising again, and so on.



TO SUPPORT THE CORE PR EFFECT AND ENGAGE 
BROADER AUDIENCE, DIGITAL TOOLS ARE ALSO USED.

TAKE THE RIGHT SEAT
One month prior to the event, Toyota launches a facebook/iPad app that gives everyone the chance to 
become one of 15 navigators at the event.
In the app, you pin a photo taken from the challenge region to the map. The closer the photo is to the 
real location, the better your points are – the higher you are in the rating. Top 15 will perform in the 
event. 

The final round and candidate registration takes place at Toyota dealerships.



BE THEIR EYES
All GPS signals are streamed live in Google Earth, as well as live videos from the cars 
and the balloon. This way internet audience has the full picture and can help the teams 
through.
Through dedicated twitter account, everyone can contact teams in real time and give 
them advice or just cheer them up. 

@hhoffmann: Team 3, go along 202
and to the right, it’s there!

@kohl91: Wroom-wroom, Team 2, 
you almost got him



After the event, an augmented reality app is released to 
find “hidden” balloons with promo codes in virtual space 
across the city. The code can be used at Toyota dealership 
to earn discounts and accessories.

RF4244

LEVEL:5  BALLOONS TO FIND: 15

CATCH THEM ALL
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SAFARI & SAFARI

In hunting, “The Big Five” refers to a nice company of rhino, lion, elephant, leopard and 
buffalo — five most desired African safari trophys.

I, however, haven’t been hunting anything in my life — except the appreciation from people 
I work with. The nice company above is my own awesome Big Five: Saatchi edition. 

“He feels relaxed and 
comfortable with any kind of 
audience and is always there to 
present and defend agency’s 
work, or even win a pitch.”

Shannon Cullum,
CEO
Saatchi & Saatchi Moscow

“Many account and strategy 
teams have specifically asked to 
have Mr. Tyukavkin on their 
next brief which serves a good 
proof of his professional 
experience and creative worth.”

Anastasia Schulz,
Creative Services Director
Saatchi & Saatchi Moscow

“Andrey worked extensively 
across many projects for 
Toyota, Lenovo, Fissler, 
Eukanuba and Pampers and 
multiple New Business pitches 
where he impressed with his 
intelligence and the ability to 
dive deep into new territories.”

Sebastian Schier,
Creative Director
Saatchi & Saatchi Frankfurt

“What is very unique about 
Andrey is his intelligence, 
lively imagination and 
excellent copywriting skills 
which generated a very 
positive impression both 
inside and outside the 
agency.”

Elena Khichtchenko,
P&G EMEA Beauty Hub 
Leader 
Saatchi & Saatchi London

“His broad outlook allowed for 
solving tasks from TVCs and 
radios to naming new Moscow 
streets. I was always glad to 
have Andrey participating in 
strategic workshops: his energy 
and wit impressed clients and 
made strategic sessions more 
creative.”

Ekaterina Danilyuk,
Strategic Planning Director
Saatchi & Saatchi Moscow

For complete reference list and referee contacts, visit http://andrew.tj/ref/

http://andrew.tj/ref/


six: awards
without awards, a creative often 
stays in the shadows

that’s really unawesome

so I won something

these six awards

and five shorts

all for Audi

yeah
Another Silver

Idea
2011

Shortlist
Kiev International

Advertising Festival
2011

Shortlist
Cristal
2011

Shortlist
Moscow International
Advertising Festival

2011

Another Shortlist
Moscow International
Advertising Festival

2011

Shortlist
White Square

2011

Silver
Idea
2011

Bronze
Art Directors Club Russia 

2012

Silver
Moscow International
Advertising Festival

2011

Silver
Golden Hammer

2012

Silver
Eurobest

2011
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Watch the case video here

http://andrew.tj/110steps/




Bark to drink!

BACKGROUND
When dogs are out for a walk, they often 
need more water than they can find in the city. 
Puddles and dirty rivers are not the best solution.

IDEA:
Eukanuba installs dog-interactive 
clean water supplies built in outdoor 
ad constructions.

Bark 
to drink!

Clear water routes
water feeder

microphone
Dog cam

There are also fisheye-effect cameras on 
these machines, so that we can later 
publish the funniest photos and clips on 
Eukanuba facebook or even stream live 
video from the feeder, accessible from the 
map. 

We publish a map of our water bar(k)s 
so that the handlers could provide their 
dogs with more walking comfort

Snack bark
To make it more brand-relevant, the machines can also sample a small 
amount of food or a training snack. In this case, dogs will be literally 
asking for Eukanuba on camera, which we can use to create a great and 
natural commercial when the activity ends.

Eukanuba turns outdoor advertising 
constructions into dog water feeders.

The feeders are activated by dogs 
themselves: when a dog barks, water 
goes on for some time.

The on-board instruction says “Bark to drink” 
so that the handler can instruct his dog how 
to obtain water. (Next time the dog will bark 
himself, we all know how smart they are).

The water is clean and pure, much better for 
dog’s health than what city offers so far.

Mechanics
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BACKGROUND
Some dogs are living their whole life in the shelter. 
That’s 365 days a year - or 2555 dog days a year: no 
day-offs, no weekends, no vacations

IDEA
Eukanuba proves its passion for dogs, organizing 
vacations for shelter dogs with the help of dog owners 
and professional dog walkers.

“Shelter dog
  vacations”



Partnership campaign:
dog walkers
The campaign is divided into two simultaneous directions, 
the first one being a partnership movement.

Eukanuba cooperates with professional dog walkers so that they 
regularly take shelter dogs for a walk together with their usual “load”. 
This should make a 1- or 2-day vacation for a shelter dog.

All participating walkers are provided with necessary food for the va-
cationer dog – or even for the rest of the horde too, for as long as the 
shelter dog is with them.

A rating of walkers is calculated based on their participation and 
published on Eukanuba website and facebook.



Social campaign: 
dog owners
Through online (web site, facebook) and offline (POS) 
channels Eukanuba calls for current dog owners to 
help organize a vacation for shelter dogs.
The proposition is simple: when you already have a 
dog, you could host an additional one for a week or two 
without real trouble. Eukanuba organizes bringing the 
dog to/from you, and supplies dog food for both dogs 
during the vacation.



Digital support
The project is featured widely on Eukanuba facebook 
and website to involve more people into the movement.

Vacation reports
Every participant is asked to make photos and notes 
of a shelter dog on vacation which will form a dog’s 
vacation album on Eukanuba facebook page.

Friendship stories
A separate honor will go to the “host” dogs – the ones 
that accept the one from shelter into their family for 
time. There will be a contest of “friendship” photos, 
featuring the host dog together with the shelter one at 
Eukanuba facebook. The top three host-dogs win 
solid amount of food or snacks for themselves and 
their parties. 

Walker rating
Separately, dog walkers participating in the program 
would receive additional publicity, being mentioned in 
the rating on Eukanuba web or social media page, 
ranking by amount of dogs they took for vacations.

f 



On Vacation.

Back soon!















FÖLLOW
ME A digital proposal for a smarter 

IKEA shopping experience.
Some assembly required.























HIT&TWEet

BACKROUND
Lenovo builds tough laptops that easily 
outfight others when things get hot.

IDEA
Lenovo goes for a product placement 
of its toughest laptop in a real wrestling 
show, replacing a classical chair shot with 
a special wrestling “dirty trick”: Lenovo 
Hit’n’Tweet.

MECHANICS
During the fight, one of the wrestlers grabs a tough Lenovo laptop from 
judges’ table, folds it and hits his opponent just like in a chair shot.
After the opponent is knocked out, the hero wrestler sits down, unfolds 
the laptop (which is still functional) and types an acid remark that goes 
to a big screen behind the arena in real time, like “@gravedigger: 
CALCULATE THAT, FRUIT BOY!”





In these trips I have mastered the #1 skill of my life: doing crazy things.

Also, I happen to be the only man in the advertising business who knows 
exactly how LSD works (and by that I mean Limited Slip Differential), can 
reprogram Alfa Romeo robotic gearbox valves with a netbook or, say, 
disassemble, repair and assemble BMW 735 dashboard — all while 
driving it 220 kph along Berlin-Frankfurt autobahn (you don’t want to 
repeat that).

To put it all short: I am crazy about cars, and they seem to answer my 
feelings, which helps me a lot when working with automotive clients.

15 000 km
lasts my average car trip across Europe.

With a 25-year-old BMW I’ve been from Moscow
to Sahara desert and back several times.
Now this is what you call awesome.
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            Talking about good old 

days: does this 
interface look familiar 
to you?

To me, it represents a 
whole period in my 
life.

I wrote my first 
program in 1991, when I 
was 6. It was an 
awesome database of 
dinosaurs.

At 21 I was already 
heading a software 
development department 
at international IT 
corporation, when I 
decided to change my 
life and go to 
advertising.

The age of dinosaurs 
came to an end, but 
deep knowledge of 
fundamental IT 
processes still helps 
me a lot in digital 
advertising.

Because the guts of 
every Cyber Lion still 
look like this.
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Jobs from 
Windows

BACKGROUND
Thousands of great jobs are just one click away at employment websites 
like jobscout24 or monster.de, but many candidates don’t realize that a 
better job is waiting for them in their browser window.

IDEA
Guerilla window washer team reaches job candidates from outside, right 
through their office window with precisely targeted job offers from the 
employment website.



MECHANICS
We run the activity on a skyscraper – i.e. Commerzbank in Frankfurt. 
A guerilla window washer team is provided with printed job offer post-
ers and a seating plan of the building. This way, they know the occu-
pation of people on the other side of the window and can target the 
offer.
When the team is up on the building, they put posters on windows 
(facing inside the office), so that the office workers immediately see a 
relevant job proposition.

A better job is just one browser window away!

THE POSTER
Before we go up on the building, we examine what company or division occupies each 
floor to prepare dream job propositions from the database for each case. Bankers will 
see propositions from competitive bank, IT analysts - from competitive IT company, 
and so on.
These offers are printed on posters that resemble the web interface of the employment 
website and have a selling line below: “A better job is just one browser window away!

THE OUTCOME
Besides the buzz we expect to create with the activity, we make 
a video case about it that includes preparation and targeting 
stages to strategically promote the employment website as “the 
place that has the right job for you”.



















c:/agency/Adwatch_Isobar_(Dent
su_group)/position/digital_creator
/years/2013—2015/Responsibilitie
s/Creating_digital_campaigns/con
cepting/running_presentations/su
pervising_copywriting/clients.exe
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I took this picture one evening on my 
way from Dentsu Aegis group, where I 
worked as a creator in an agency 
called Adwatch Isobar after my return 
from Saatchi Frankfurt. 

Not only Adwatch is the #1 digital Not only Adwatch is the #1 digital 
agency in Russia, but, occupying the 
28th  oor of an awesome tower, it is 
also the highest creative agency in 
Europe.
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The most awesome thing 
about me is myself.
I’m 28, the most awesome age I’ve ever been. I look for troubles like in 
18, but already’ve been through more than most people in their 40s.

I’ve been a mechanician, a software engineer, a head of analytical 
department, a singer, a copywriter and now — a digital creator. 

II’ve prepared this CVolio knowing you won’t read it through, maybe not 
even this very line. But whether you do it or not will tell me more about 
you than to you about me.

I always  nd common language with people. That’s my job.

I am Andrey Tyukavkin.

33

B2

French and 
Latvian.

, 

creative director
actually often will

I speak  uent English

I possess literary-grade Russian

I still really like how Estonian  ag looks

I speak some Slovenian

I have A2 level in German

Bottom line is,
I clearly became 
a bigger man.

Edited

in 2019



This portfolio was done in 2014.
Since then, a lot happened. 

There is an update available at http://andrew.tj

See you there!

http://andrew.tj

